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A PR I M ROS E S C H O O LS

E D I TI O N

PRINCIPAL’S DESK

Dear Parents,
This new year brought in a lot of happiness and joy as we had many
celebrations lined up for the month. The Primrose family was all set
for the kick start to the new year.
Its time for our middle schoolers to graduate and move on to high
school. There is so much of excitement in the high school subject
selection counselling among the minds of the children. The school
provides wide range of subjects to choose from. Unlike other schools
Primrose provides 13 different subjects for the children to choose
their subject of choice. They have options to read Commercial
Studies, Art, Physical Education and Environmental Science right
from class 9 onwards.
An orientation to class VIII parents were given describing their role on
supporting their kids for high school education.
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Pongal festival is always close to the heart of children as they expect
the big horn bulls come in and take them for a ride . Children enjoyed
the non polluting ride which has almost become extinct. This time we
added a Pongal eating and uriadi completions for teachers. It was
surprising to see the unleashed potential of everyone. It was fun time
for everyone around the school.
India is on her way and making her progress as the biggest republic in
the world. This republic day was special with my children as I was
involved with them in story telling session to make them understand
what was taken to make a rule book to rule ourselves.
We also had a yoga session of 108 SURYA NAMASKAR at our school
conducted by Shanthi School of Yoga. I felt really happy to see young
children, young adults and young seniors landing their backs up and
down to toil for 2 hrs to complete a session. Welcome young India.
It was again time for showcasing their talents. We celebrated Vasudha
Vatsalya, which is our effort to create awareness for our environment
and love we need to show for our surroundings. Pre KG, LKG and UKG
children were exuberant in displaying their talents on stage.

We have loads of work being planned and executed for celebrating
Primathon which is our little effort to change the mighty society for
honouring women.
Regards,
Principal
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ORIENTATION OF CLASS VIII
“We don’t push our subjects on the children, we suggest and not impose”

The orientation of Primrose Schools is typically designed to review the
subject allocation to cater the needs of the children. It allows the
children as well as parents to get exposed to various subjects.
A detailed orientation on the subjects available in our school and their
benefits in the future were discussed. The orientation lasted for a couple
of hours and doubts were clarified by the Principal in choosing the
subjects for class IX. Primrose is proud to say that we offer 13 different
subjects to choose from IX onwards.
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PONGAL CELEBRATIONS
III - XII
“The day for farmers and it is a day for sun,
we had happiness on all around on this Pongal”

Teachers of Primrose invoking the blessings of Surya bagavan, Sun god and
offering Pongal.

The teachers and students of Primrose Schools celebrated Pongal
the traditional way .

Class VI performing Andal kalyanam at the pongal celebrations
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PONGAL CELEBRATIONS
III - XII

Children of class V and VII dancing to the tunes of Pongal during the celebration.

The girls of class IV gave a glimpse of the traditional way of celebrating Pongal by
giving a traditional folk dance followed by a traditional song.

The girls of class VII and VIII gave a blend of modern as well as traditional
dance and gracefully swirled around the stage during the Pongal celebrations
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GLIMPSES OF BULL CART RIDE
III - XII
“Primrose never fails in bridging the past with the present”

The Primrose family journeyed in a long lost mode of commuting.
All the children and teachers enjoyed the bullock cart ride during
the Pongal celebrations
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GLIMPSES OF BULL CART RIDE
III - XII

Primrose children experienced the village way of commutation during
Pongal celebrations.
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PONGAL CELEBRATIONS
PRE KG- II

Teachers and children of the
kindergarten invoking the
blessings of the mother during
Pongal celebrations

Girls of Class I rejoicing the
festival of harvest during the
Pongal celebrations

Children of Class II enacted Andal and Lord Krishna’s Kalyanam during
the Pongal celebrations.

All the tiny tots were wrapped with pattu veshtis and pavadais and
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dancing all around the stage for Pongal

PONGAL CELEBRATIONS
PRE KG- II

Tejeshwani from “toddlers” gave
a fearless performance on the
Pongal celebration

The LKG children sang traditional
Pongal songs during the celebrations

UKG children performed an awesome dance sequence of
kolattam and oyilattam at the Pongal celebrations

The girls of Class I presented a spectacular Bharathanattiyam
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performance on Pongal.

PONGAL CELEBRATIONS
GLIMPSES OF BULL CART RIDE

There was Pongal celebration everywhere but it was “Pongal-o-Pongal’ at
the kindergarten of the Primrose Schools. The children of Kindergarten
experienced an exciting bullock cart ride during the Pongal Celebrations.
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108 SURYA NAMASKAR

“ Yoga is an artwork of awareness on the canvas of body, mind and soul”

Primrose Schools sponsored “The Shanthi School of Yoga Academy” to
conduct a yoga camp at Primrose Schools to create awareness about
yoga. The program was named as “108 Surya Namaskar”. Also, a special
training camp was conducted for the parents and teachers on the
weekends at Primrose Schools to encourage yoga, during the month of
December and January.
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ENERGY HEALING SESSION
“Anything is possible , when you have inner peace”

The energy healing session restored
the balance and flow of energy
Through out the mind, body and soul.
Our Director, Ms Sindura Arvind never
fails to throw light on well being,
she once again facilitated the staff
of Primrose Schools by bringing in a
professional energy healer.
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TEACHERS DAY OUT

The teachers of Primrose Schools
had a get together at the MGM
Beach Resort
On 25th Jan’20. It was a fun filled
day organised for the teachers
followed by lunch.
Our Director ma’am shared her
inspiring experience of success.
Teachers played games along the
beach side and treasured the
memories.
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ADMIN AND SUB STAFF OUTING
“We find the time to stop and thank the people who make difference”

A fun filled day was arranged for
all the admin and the sub staffs.
Various competitions like rangoli,
musical chair and mehandi were
arranged followed by a lunch buffet
at ISCKON in order to give them a
day off from their busy schedule.
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ADMIN AND SUB STAFF OUTING

Vibrant rangolis made by the Akka’s of the school.

A token of appreciation to the team that stands tall behind
every success of the school events.
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REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRTIONS
“A historical day to be remembered”

Amrith of class V lotus and Bala
sarangan imparted the values of
our country being republic

Roshni of class VI and Kayalvizhi
of class VII delivered a speech on
republic day

Children of class VII manifested
their love for their country by
singing patriotic songs

Aarna and Purvi of class IV lotus
danced to the tunes of patriotism

The teachers of primrose once again demonstrated their passion
for dance during the republic day celebrations.
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VASUDHA VATSALYA
PRE KG
“Victories aren’t born on the field, we create them”

The kindergarten invoking the
blessings of the mother.

Anbil Tamil of class Pre KG lotus

Umayaal of class Pre KG lotus
Nathaniel of class Pre KG lotus
The Primrose Schools believes that rhyme recitation is where ideas and
feelings, accentuated with the use of distinctive style and rhythm is
delivered to develop a child’s self expression and memorization skills.

Asmath Nisha of class Pre KG lotus
Sahasra of class Pre KG lotus
The young dancers of Primrose held the audience captive. A dynamic
dance performance by the children of UKG.
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VASUDHA VATSALYA
LKG
“ Great performance takes in a lot of focus,heart and hard work”

Children and teachers of the
kindergarten invoked the
blessings of the mother at the
start of the vasudha vatsalya.

Mohammad Taahir of class
LKG lotus educated the people
about hand wash in the ADZAP
event.

Vetriveran of class LKG lily

Ashmitha Dilip of class LKG lily

Shakshi of class LKG lily

Amoga of class LKG lily

“ Those who wish to sing, always finds the rhythm”
The children of LKG rocked the stage in the rhythm and rhyme event.
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VASUDHA VATSALYA
LKG
“Removing fear is the path to the bright side”

“The key to happiness”
Audience were mesmerized
by Diya’s Shlokas

Anton Richard of Lkg stunned
the audience with his story
telling skills using props

Aadhiran danced to the tunes
of celebrations

“Peacocks symbolize new beginings”
A life cycle of peacocks was explained by
Vinnarasi

Amoga was dressed like Barathiyar
and rocked the stage with his poetry

The crowd witnessed a Yankee
doodle-doo horse at vasudha
vatsalya by Muhammad owais Javid
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VASUDHA VATSALYA
UKG

Children invoking the
blessings of mother

A soul soothing rhythm rendered
by Pavithra of class UKG

A versatile performance by Varshitha

A melodies performance by
Praneesha

Heroes are made by the path they
“Mein apni Jhansi nahi doongi”
choose, not the powers they are
Thanusha dressed up like Rani
graced with. Sherwin dressed as Iron Laxmi bai.
Man
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VASUDHA VATSALYA
UKG
“We are the dancers, we create dreams”

Adheshwar of class UKG lotus

Kanishka of class UKG lily

Antony of class UKG lily

Akshara of class UKG lotus

Sherwin of class UKG lily

Akshara of class UKG lily

Primrose Schools strongly believes ,through dance, children develop a
greater range of movement and their kinaesthetic memory.
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